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Hurricanes are one of the most devastating 
and costly natural disasters to occur in coastal 
regions of the U.S. 
Older adults have increased vulnerability to 
injuries during disasters because of their 
reduced physical flexibility, decreased sensory 
responsiveness, medical conditions, and 
socioeconomic challenges that may prevent 
preparedness capabilities during disasters
Emergency department use during a hurricane 
has the potential to strain resources if not 
adequately prepared
It is important to use data-driven evidence to 
guide the federal, state, and local governments 
on disaster preparedness resources to support 
the older population in the healthcare system
To investigate the relationship between 
hurricanes and emergency department 
utilization in the elderly population.
Population: Adults aged 65+ 
Exposure: Hurricane on East/Gulf Coast
Comparator: Varies
Outcome: Emergency Department Visits 
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From the seven studies analyzed, there was a 
sufficient evidence suggesting that exposure 
to a hurricane led to an increase in emergency 
department visits in the elderly population
These studies accounted for different storms, 
different locations and different time periods 
and found the similar results for each 
population studied
Emergency department care is unlikely to 
decrease in the future given the prediction of 
climate change effects on hurricanes
In lieu of pursuing this exact research question, 
further research should be placed into 
developing an effect disaster preparedness 
response and understanding the chronic 
effects of hurricane exposure on both mental 
and physical health
Risk of bias was rated 
probably low risk across 
most studies. Risk of bias 
was probably high risk for 
recruitment strategy and 
confounding 
